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Data Collection Guidelines (for participants who are willing to take 
photos) 
Collect data from the following locations: 

• Grocery store – display case only 
o Most grocery stores don’t put their seafood out first thing in the morning, so 

please try to time your visit to ensure the display case will be stocked. 
• Seafood market – display case and freezer 

o A lot of seafood markets only get a certain amount of seafood each day to sell (if 
they run out, they run out), so please try to go earlier in the day, if possible. 

Explain What You Are Doing 
• Locate someone working the seafood counter and explain to them you are collecting data, 

including photos, for Eating with the Ecosystem to determine the existence of local 
seafood in retail markets and what share of shelf space local seafood products are given. 

• Offer them the printout that describes the project in more detail. 

Take Photos of the Case(s) 
• The purpose of these photos is to determine how much shelf space is given to local 

seafood products, so we need photos of the entire case. 
• Feel free to take as many pictures as necessary to capture the entire case, but please 

ensure there is enough overlap for us to piece it all together. 

Record Data 
The following steps you through each column of the data sheet going from left to right: 

• ID 
o This is prefilled in and will be used after you are finished recording the data to 

associate each entry with their location in the case. 
• Species 

o If not visible, ask someone from the seafood counter and annotate that you 
obtained the data verbally (see data sheet). Write in a ‘U’ if this information is 
unavailable. 

• Origin 
o If not visible, ask someone from the seafood counter and annotate that you 

obtained the data verbally (see data sheet). Write in a ‘U’ if this information is 
unavailable. 

• Price 
o This is preferably the price per pound, or per unit (like for oysters, crab cakes, 

etc.). If this is not available record the price and weight of the item. Write in a ‘U’ 
if this information is unavailable. 
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Record Data Continued 

•  Product Form 
o Record the number from the column header associated with the state of the 

seafood. 
o If the product form is not clearly displayed, and the seafood appears fresh, please 

ask if it was previously frozen. 
• Harvest Method 

o Record the number from the column header associated with the harvest method. 
o If not visible, ask someone from the seafood counter. 

• Cause 
o Some seafood has a special label indicating it is a local product or sustainably 

harvested (examples can be found at the end of this guide). 
o If the seafood has a special label, record the number from the footer associated 

with the label. If the label is not listed in the footer, please make note of the label 
in the footer. 

o Take a photo of the label 

You might find a particular species present that has different attributes. If any attributes are 
different please create a separate entry. 

• Examples: 
o More than one origin 
o Both fresh and frozen are available 
o Both wild caught and farmed are available 

Sketch the Case 
The photos of the case are not enough for us to determine the shelf space allocated to local 
seafood because we can’t positively identify from the photos what seafood is what. Along with 
the photos of the case we need a rough sketch of the case that identifies each entry. 

• Using the rectangles provided after the first two pages of the data sheet, sketch the layout 
of the seafood in the case. 

• Label the seafood on the sketch using the ID number from the data sheet (1st column). 
• Do this for each case you recorded data for. 
• Please try to sketch the case to scale as best you can. 
• Feel free to estimate dimensions of the case and seafood item sections to aid in 

determining shelf space, especially if you don’t take pictures. 
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At Home 
If you visited more than one market, please perform the following steps for each market. 

Photos 
• Upload your photos and change the file name as follows: 

o yourlastname_case1 
§ If there is more than one photo for a case, the first picture should be the 

leftmost one if you are looking at the case. Increment the number at the 
end as necessary according to how many photos there are. 

§ If there was more than one case, please clearly distinguish between the 
cases in the filename. 

o Cause labels 
§ yourlastname_label_IDnumber 

• Use the ID number associated with that entry to number the photo. 

Input Data into Excel Spreadsheet (optional) 
While this is optional, it would be a great to help us if you entered the data you recorded in the 
Excel spreadsheet you used to print the data sheets. If you do enter the data, save the spreadsheet 
with the filename: yourname_data. 

Scan or Take Picture of Data Sheet(s) and Sketch(es) 
Please make sure all entries are clearly visible and readable. We need digital copies of all data 
sheets, even if you entered the data into the spreadsheet. 

• Name the files as follows: 
o Data sheet(s) 

§ yourlastname_data1 
• If you have more than one data sheet increment the number 

at the end as necessary according to how many data sheets 
you have. 

o Sketch(es) 
§ yourlastname_sketch_case1 

• If there is more than one case, please clearly distinguish 
between the cases in the filename. 

Send Data 
• Put all photos and sketch(es) of case(s) into one folder and name it yourlastname_case. 
• Put data sheet(s), the spreadsheet with entered data (if applicable), and photos of the 

cause labels into one folder and name it yourlastname_data 
• Put both folders into one folder. 
• Zip/compress the folder and change the filename to your last name. 
• If you visited more than one market you should have a folder for each market. 

Differentiate between the folders by adding a number to the end of the folder name and 
incrementing as necessary. 
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Send Data Continued 
• Send the data to: 

o cmontello@my.uri.edu 
o kate@eatingwiththeecosystem.org 

Examples 

 

 
Figure 1. To zip a file in Windows right-click on the folder > Send to >Compressed (zipped) folder 

 
Figure 2. To zip a file in Mac OS right-click on the folder > Compress "foldername" 

 

Thank you so much for your help! We will share our findings as soon as the data is analyzed. 
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